
Congratulations on your new Red Ryder Distortion Pedal, 
Pardner! Originally designed to be my ideal bass pre-amp drive 
pedal, it became one of my all-time favorite guitar dirt boxes as 
well. It has the mythical LM308 chip in the stock, a pre-gain weight 
contour for some extra heft, two clipping options, and a blend 
control for adding your dry signal to the mix for endless tone 
shaping magic. I have a feeling you’ll be keeping this trusty pedal 
on your hip for years to come.

9V DC center negative power only (not included). Any other power 
source may cause damage and will void warranty. Current draw 
less than 100mA. The Red Ryder himself recommends an isolated 
power supply. This pedal does not accept batteries. Ask your dad if 
you need help!



 Level - Controls the volume of the Red Ryder. Turn it up! Or back down. Do what you want. 
This is the USA.

 Drive - Controls the amount of distortion the Red Ryder produces. Counter-clockwise for 
more boosted/overdriven sounds and clockwise for more amp-like distortion to fuzz!

Clipping Toggle - UP for asymmetrical clipping (more distortion, compression, and amp-
like harmonics), and DOWN for LED clipping (more open and crunchy). WARNING: your 
volume will increase quite a bit when switching to LED, so be careful. We don’t want anyone 
shooting their eye out.

Range - Controls the tone of the Red Ryder. CCW for darker tones, CW for more cutting/
trebly tones. Find your sweet spot and stay on target!                          

Weight - Controls the amount of pre-gain low end. Full CCW for a flat vintage distortion 
response, with more heft as you turn it up.

 Blend - Wet/Dry mix between the Red Ryder and your bypassed tone. This is set fully wet 
(CCW) as the default. Dial in your clean tone for added clarity, or achieve the sound of 
playing through a bi-amp bass setup using just this pedal! (If you're having trouble finding 
this control, it's the little knob that lights up when you turn on the pedal!)

CONTROLS
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Classic Distortion Clean(er) Boost Crunchy Overdrive

Best Bass Drive Fuzzed Out Modern Distortion

SETTINGS

Note: for best results, try these settings using a clean-ish amp sound.
The Red Ryder still sounds awesome pushing a dirty amp, though!



WARRANTY INFO

Oneder Effects pedals are covered under warranty for materials and workmanship for
1 year after date of shipment, tied to the original owner only. Warranty is non-transferrable.
Pedals under warranty will be repaired for no charge. If a pedal is found defective within 
30 days of purchase, we will provide a shipping label. In the event of a non-warranty repair, 
the customer is responsible for the cost of parts, labor, and return shipping.

Cause of any defect or malfunction is determined at our discretion. The warranty covers
manufacturing defects as well as mechanical or electrical failure. Warranty does not
cover liquid damage, scratches and dents, use of the wrong power supply, or other forms
of misuse. 

Contact us at onedereffects@gmail.com or through a contact form on our website to initiate 
a repair. Be as thorough as you can be about your setup, power supply, and the issues you
are having with the pedal. Things happen, but we want to make sure we get it
right so you can enjoy your gear!


